**SAFEcommand™**

The Product Suite for Public Safety and Security

- **ScCapture**
  - Provides back-office data management for maintaining and publishing Risk and Water Supply information. Ease of administration allows organisations to manage critical data delivered to mobile resources.

- **SAFEcommandTM**
  - The Product Suite for Public Safety and Security
    - Secure cloud data sharing and management
    - Mobile data solutions with real-time location of resources, data communication, up-to-date information, multi-agency sharing
    - Improved situational awareness and common operating picture
    - Multi-source data collection and analytics

- **ScResponse**
  - Deployed into operational vehicles on a ruggedised tablet PC, bringing together operational information, mapping, data communications, status updates, chemical data, vehicle safety information, routing and automatic vehicle locations.

- **ScResponse Incident Command Unit**
  - An additional ScResponse module supporting the incident command structure, sector management, records key actions, provides an incident timeline and access to multiple operational information datasets.

- **ScGuide**
  - Deployed into operational vehicles on Android devices, bringing together data communications, status updates and when used on a TomTom Bridge device, in-built TomTom navigation and mapping.

- **ScCourier**
  - Used to deliver information from back-office applications to operational clients and mobile devices. ScCourier is designed for flexibility in delivery of data extracted from a variety of sources with minimal user input.

- **ScDiscovery**
  - Secure cloud based geospatial and intelligence solution providing easy access to mapping and business data layers, routing, service areas, drawing tools, data sharing projects, and analysis capabilities.

- **ScGateway**
  - Provides efficient and reliable delivery of incident and status information to mobile resources. Multi-bearer and delivery strategies ensure efficiency and reliable delivery.
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**AIRBUS**
Our Customers Are Our Best Advocates

- SAFEcommand™ products are used in **82%** of UK Fire and Rescue Services

- In excess of **2,500** mobile data product licences

- **30** water supply customers
  - Covering **75%** of the UK population

- **25** mobile data customers
  - Over **20** years of supplying mobile data solutions